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Summary. This paper attem pts to demonstrate something of the potential value of an analytical

focus on language-u se as a method in urban studies. It sets out to do this by outlining a particu lar

approach to the analysis of language-use and then bringing it to bear on a concrete prob lem

which is of some signi® can t relevan ce to those concerned with processes of urban change. The

approach is one which is inform ed by the works of the `Bakhtin Circle’ . The problem addressed

is that of the failure of community particip ation in what has been one of the ¯ agship urban

regeneration projects in Scotland over the past 10 yearsÐ the `Ferguslie Park Partnership’. The

suggestion is that an application of the approach emanating from the works of the Bakhtin Circle

helps to cast som e signi® cant light on this problem . Moreover, th is approach might well ® nd a

broader application in the analysis of processes of urban change.

1. The Problem

In 1988 a Conservative government pub-

lished a document entitled New Life for Ur-

ban Scotland (Scottish Of® ce, 1988). This

laid out a bold new agenda for urban change

in Scotland’ s peripheral housing estates.

Central to that agenda was the conviction

that its success was dependent on securing

extensive participation from the local com-

munities affected. Thus New Life claimed

that the ª most importantº lesson of past re-

generation policies was that: ª plans for the

regeneration of problem areas must have the

full understanding, involvement and commit-

ment of the local communityº (Scottish

Of® ce, 1988, p. 9). This conviction was duly

re¯ ected in the implementation strategies of

the four `partnership’ projects identi® ed to

pilot the new approach. One of these areas

was Ferguslie Park in Paisley. The Ferguslie

Park Partnership was to have a life-span of

some 10 years during which this strategy was

to be implemented.

However, as has been shown by three

separate of® cial reports, the attempt to secure

the type of community participation envis-

aged by New Life in Ferguslie Park failed

quite singula rly (Kintrea, 1992, 1996; Roe

Associates, 1994; Gaster et al., 1995). Be-

tween 1988 and 1991 there was a clear and

growing climate of tension and mistrust in

community±partnership relations, and, as

Gaster et al. note, between 1991 and 1995

the community were effectively absent from

the proceedings of the partnership (1995,

p. 125). The suggestion of this paper is that

an analysis which is informed by the work of
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the Bakhtin Circle can cast some signi® cant

light on this failure of community partici-

pation, and so it is to a consideration of this

contribution which we now turn.

2. The Bakhtin Circle

The term `Bakhtin Circle’ is used to refer to

a group of Russian thinkers who centred

around Mikhail Bakhtin in the years follow-

ing the 1917 Revolution. The group, as Bran-

dist notes:

focused on the centrality of questions of

signi® cation in social life ¼ examining

the way in which language registered the

con¯ icts between social groups (Brandist,

1997, p. 1).

Prominent members of the Circle included P.

N. Medvedev (1985) and V. N. Voloshinov

(1976, 1986, 1988a, 1988b). Between 1929,

when a number of the group members were

arrested, and his death in 1975, Bakhtin con-

tinued to work on the questions which had

occupied the group (see especially Bakhtin,

1981, 1986).1

Perhaps the best way of elucidating the

approach of the Bakhtin Circle for present

purposes is to foreground two works:

Bakhtin’ s own essay ª The problem of speech

genresº (Bakhtin, 1986); and Voloshinov’ s

book Marxism and the Philosophy of Lan-

guage (Voloshinov, 1986).
2

The hallmark of

this approach is that it takes `the utterance’

as the basic unit of analysis. The utterance,

for the Circle, is the unit which contains the

essential relationship between the abstract

system of language (de Saussure’ s langue ),

and its active deploym ent by the individual

speaker in the task of making meanings ad-

equate to the historical moment in which

they are deployed (de Saussure’ s parole).

Where de Saussure (1960) had consigned the

utterance to the latter category, and declared

it to be beyond the pale of any kind of

systematic investigation, the Circle saw it as

embodying the fundamental relationship

between system and performance which is at

the heart of ª the problem of the actual mode

of existence of languageº (Voloshinov, 1986,

p. 45). Utterances are concrete speech acts

spoken by living subjects from particular

social and historical locations. They are

formed in the processes of interaction be-

tween the social groups to which these sub-

jects belong, and are always addressed to the

utterances of others. They are part of a gener-

ative ¯ ow of speech communication which is

de® ned, above all, by its `dialogicality’ .

Voloshinov and Bakhtin use this term to

conceptualise the way in which utterances

not only refer to each other, but come to

embody and `interanimate’ each other.
3

In

this light, utterances are not only to be seen

as part of a dialogue, they are also to be seen

as being dialogical in their very nature.

Echoes and reverberations of the voices of

previous speakers can be heard in the

words of a current speaker, and as this

happens a speci® c type of relationship will

be established within individual utterances

between the status and authori ty of the

meanings and evaluations created by these

voices.

From the above, it is already apparent that

the Circle see particular utterances as being

intimately connected to the processes of in-

teraction between socially and historically

located groups of people. The particular way

in which they make this connection, how-

ever, is crucial. In making it, Voloshinov

introduces the concept of `speech genres’ .

The argument here, later developed further

by Bakhtin, is that in the processes of inter-

action between social groups there emerge

ª relatively stable typesº of utterances which

are associated with particular social contexts

of speaking (Bakhtin, 1986, p. 60). Both

Bakhtin and Voloshinov point out that these

speech genres are extremely heterogeneous,

yet, they propose that an understanding of

their role is vital ª in any area of linguis tic

studyº (Bakhtin, 1986, p. 63).
4

The key point about these speech genres is

that they are not simply the creation of indi-

vidual speakers. Rather, they are given to

speakers as the broad obligatory, and indeed

indispensable, forms for the construction of

their utterances.
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We speak only in de® nite speech genres,

that is, all our utterances have de® nite and

relatively stable typical forms of construc-

tion of the whole . ¼ [They] organise our

speech in almost the same way as gram-

matical (syntactical) forms do (Bakhtin,

1986, pp. 78±79).

Moreover, the generic form of an utterance

has implications for all of its aspectsÐ in-

cluding the ª typical kind of expression that

inheres in itº :

Genres correspond to typical situations of

speech communication, typical themes,

and, consequently, also to particular con-

tacts between the meanings of words and

actual concrete reality under certain typi-

cal circumstances. Hence also the possibil -

ity of typical expressions that seem to

adhere to words. ¼ This typical (generic)

expression ¼ belongs not to the word of

language as such but to that genre in

which the word usually functions. It is an

echo of the generic whole that resounds in

the word (Bakhtin, 1986, pp. 87±88).

For the Bakhtin Circle, then, the utterance is

not ª a purely individual actº (Bakhtin, 1986,

p. 81), for, from the outset, it is constructed

within a particular generic form. In turn this

form of construction of the utterance is thor-

oughly social and contextual in natureÐ as

Voloshinov (1986) puts it, it is ª a fact of the

social milieuº (p. 97). Because of this, utter-

ances are tied tightly into the particular social

contexts in which they are articulated and,

when those contexts shift or change, then so

too will the characteristic forms of the utter-

ance associated with them. It is this which

leads Bakhtin to propose that:

Utterances and their types, that is, speech

genres, are the drive belts from the history

of society to the history of language

(Bakhtin, 1986, p. 65).

From this perspective, then, linguis tic analy-

sis offers a way into the whole process of

social change. First, almost like a lightning

conduc tor might alert us to changes in energy

states in the heavens, shifts and changes in

the way in which utterances are constructed

can alert us to shifts and changes in the social

contexts which give rise to generic forms of

speech

Countless ideological threads running

through all areas of social intercourse

register effect in the word. It stands to

reason then, that the word is the most

sensitive index of social changes ¼ The

word has the capacity to register all the

transitory, delicate, momentary phases of

social change (Voloshinov, 1986, p. 19).

Secondly, while it registers social change,

language-use is itself seen to have the poten-

tial to make a profound impact in terms of

social change. This is because the contexts

which give rise to particular utterances are

frequently con¯ ictual, and these con¯ icts are

also registered within utterances. Here the

view of the utterance as dialogicalÐ ® lled

with echoes and reverberations of con¯ icting

voicesÐ leads Voloshinov to ª pose each ut-

terance as a microcosm of social con¯ ictº

(Brandist, 1997, p. 6).

In theorising the way in which the utter-

ance is bound up with social con¯ ict,

Voloshinov introduces a distinction between

two poles of meaning which he calls `theme’

and `meaning’ . The term `meaning’ is used

to designate the ® xed and stable aspects of

the utteranceÐ more or less the dictionary

de® nitions of its constituent parts. However,

when these resources are deployed within

any utterance they take on a `theme’ which is

a property of the utterance as a whole con-

structed within a particular genre at a precise

moment in a speci® c social and historical

context. Voloshinov then proposes that the

theme of an utterance is closely bound up

with the question of evaluation. He suggests

that anything which is signi® cant to the life

of a social group is subjected to their evalu-

ation. Whether explicitly or implicitly , when-

ever they speak about it they evaluate it from

within their own `social purview’ . In this

process, utterances, and particular words de-

ployed within them, acquire an ª evaluative

accentº which re¯ ects the attitudes and

judgem ents struck by the group.
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In actuality, we never hear or say words,

we hear and say what is true or false, good

or bad, important or unimportant, pleasant

or unpleasant and so on. ¼ There is no

such thing as word without evaluative ac-

cent ¼ No utterance can be put together

without value judgement. Every utterance

is above all an evaluative orientation

(Voloshinov, 1986, p. 70, pp. 103±105;

see also Bakhtin, 1986, pp. 84ff).

Voloshinov sees this whole question of

evaluation to be inseparable from questions

of meaning and changes in meaning. For

here, he suggests:

it is precisely evaluation that plays the

creative role. A change in meaning is,

essentially, always a re-evaluation : the

transposition of one particular word from

one evaluative context to another

(Voloshinov, 1986, p. 105).

The rub is that different groups with radically

different points of view share a single lan-

guage. Yet, when they speak, their character-

istic evaluations can produce quite different

meanings within the same words. The result

is that the singular nature of the language can

serve to mask the multiple and con¯ icting

meanings which different groups realise

when they speak. Powerful groups will seek

to reinforce this masking of diversity and

con¯ ictÐ by ª seeking to extinguish or drive

inward the struggle between social value

judgementsº (Voloshinov, 1986, p. 23) in

language.5 However, in times of heightened

con¯ ict there can emerge a much clearer

polarisation, as different groups realise an-

tagonistic evaluations of the vital processes

of social and economic change affecting their

lives. Here the `inner dialectic quality ’ of

evaluative word meanings comes to the fore.

The same words are mobilised in different

ways, with different meanings and intentions,

by differently located speakers, and so come

to embody ª the clash of live social accentsº

(Bakhtin, 1986, p. 65). This, in turn, can

further heighten con¯ ict and in so doing

make a profound impact on processes of

social change. Thus, while language registers

social con¯ ict and social change, it is seen,

dialectically, as also being both ª a site of and

a stake inº the social con¯ icts which underlie

and accompany social change.
6

3. Partnership: The Agenda and the

Speech Genre

From the perspective of the Bakhtin Circle,

the agenda which was laid out in New Life

for Urban Scotland (Scottish Of® ce, 1988)

should be seen as an attempt to establish a

new framework for interaction between so-

cial groups involved in the management and

development of Scotland’ s peripheral hous-

ing estates. The broader context of this at-

tempt is crucial to our understanding of its

implementation. It came in the wake of the

1987 general election in which the Conserva-

tive Party won a third consecutive victory,

while, at the same time being roundly beaten

in Scotland. The Scottish Conservatives’

own analysis of this was that the Scottish

people had developed a `dependency culture’

which made them unreceptive to Thatcherite

values (Mitchell, 1990). Henceforth, how-

ever, the Scottish Of® ce would seek to chal-

lenge this through the promotion of an

`enterprise culture’ . Private enterprise and

individual responsibility were to be brough t

to the fore, and the public sector would be

allocated a new `enabling’ role. This mission

found expression in a new and quite con-

certed policy agenda in the areas of housing ,

urban policy, economic development and

training. This was to be known as the `part-

nership’ agenda, and it was to sit alongside

the government’ s existing policy for the re-

form of local taxation through the implemen-

tation of the highly regressive poll tax.
7

The initia tives announced in New Life rep-

resented something of an advance guard for

this assault. The idea was to attack the `de-

pendency culture’ where it was supposedly at

its strongestÐ in the peripheral housing es-

tates. Four areas were duly given the status

of `Partnership Areas’ to pilot the new

agenda: Ferguslie Park (Paisley), Castlemilk

(Glasgow), Wester Hailes (Edinburgh) and

Whit® eld (Dundee). They were to work to a
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projected time-scale of some 10 years during

which they would establish a new approach

to urban problems. The Scottish Of® ce itself

was to lead the initiatives, and direct the

involvement of the various quangosÐ some

of which were to be overhauled to ® t with the

new mission (see below). The local authori-

ties were to be limited to an `enabling role’ ,

and the private sector was to be encouraged

to play as prominent a role as possible.

Thus the Scottish Of® ce was seeking, in

the ® rst instance, to establish a new context,

and a new framework of social relations, for

the redevelopment of peripheral housing es-

tates. As the earlier discussion of the ap-

proach of the Bakhtin Circle might lead us to

expect, this was accompanied by the elabor-

ation of a new `speech genre’ Ð a speech

genre of `partnership’ . This registered both

the attempt to engender a new context for

urban development, and also the discordan-

cies of the existing context and the problem s

which these posed for that attempt. The dis-

cordancies were those of a nation who were

to be administered a dose of Thatcherism

whether they had voted for it or not, and the

problems were, above all, those of legiti-

macy. Here the Scottish Of® ce had

to kill the argument that the Conservative

Government of the United Kingdom had

no mandate to govern in Scotland (Kemp,

1993, p. 186).

From the perspective of the Bakhtin Circle,

what one would expect to see in this situation

would be an attempt by the Scottish Of® ce to

suppress the linguist ic manifestations of

these discordancies, and there would seem to

be a strong case for seeing the speech genre

of partnership in this light. In response to the

discordancies of the context, it emphasised

the theme of consensus and working in `part-

nership’ to minimise con¯ ict between partici-

pating organisations and agenciesÐ each of

whom would actually be called `partners’ .

Thus the key principle guiding the im-

plementation of the four initiatives was that:

ª The Partners should act in harmony and be

seen to be doing soº (Scottish Of® ce, 1989,

p. 45). The moral underpinning of this theme

derived from the argument that it was only

through working together that the challenge

of addressing the problems of the peripheral

estates could be met. In response to the

problem of legitimacy, the speech genre of

partnership sought to offset the Scottish

Of® ce’ s problems on the side of representa-

tive democracy by stressing the value of

participatory democracy. The mechanisms of

representative democracy at the local level

were seen to have failed the peripheral es-

tates, and direct community involvement was

seen to have the vital role to play in address-

ing this. Thus, local tenants were to be ac-

corded the status of `partners’ , and were to

be allowedÐ indeed actively encouraged and

supportedÐ to participate directly in the

projects. Local communities themselves were

to be, in the words of one Scottish Of® ce

of® cial, ª the central force in the regeneration

processº (see Robertson, 1990, p. 32).

These, then, were the key themes of the

speech genre of partnership. It marked an

attempt to establish a new form of construc-

tion for the utterance which would be shared

by speakers from different social groups and

which would ª drive inward the struggle be-

tween social value judgementsº among them

(Voloshinov, 1986, p. 23). This, in turn, was

to play a key role in a broader attempt to

establish a new context of interaction be-

tween social groups involved in the redevel-

opment of peripheral estates. This context

would be one of signi® cant consensus around

the government’ s attempt to give effect to

some of the chief principles of Thatcherism

in Scotland.

4. The Ferguslie Park Partnership

The Ferguslie Park Partnership in Paisley

was formally established in June 1988. Mem-

bership was decided by the Scottish Of® ce,

as was the make-up of the Partnership Board.

The Scottish Of® ce took the Chair and a

further three seats, including one for a secon-

dee in the role of chief executive heading the

local implementation team. Also represented

were the Scottish Development Agency and

the Training Agency (soon to be merged in
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Scottish Enterprise), the Housing Corpor-

ation in Scotland (soon to be incorporated in

the new Scottish Homes), the Department of

Employment, the local Health Board, and the

local Enterprise Trust. Of® cialsÐ not coun-

cillorsÐ represented each of the local author-

ities (Renfrew District Council and

Strathclyde Regional Council). In May 1989

two members of a newly formed ª Business

Support Groupº joined the Board. The Part-

nership ® nalised its strategy by Christmas

1988, and published it in January 1989 (Scot-

tish Of® ce, 1989). Detailed implementation

was devolved to ® ve thematic sub-groups. In

turn, these were serviced by an implemen-

tation team who moved into purpose-built

of® ces in the heart of the estate.

The people of Ferguslie themselves were

to be represented at Board level by the Fer-

guslie League of Action Groups (FLAG).

FLAG, as its name suggests, was an umbrella

grouping for a range of local organisations in

FerguslieÐ primarily 10 tenants’ associa-

tions. It emerged in the mid 1970s and soon

became the main vehicle through which local

residents promoted their interests and pur-

sued their grievances (Jackson, 1978; Jack-

son and Davidson, 1978). Subsequently it

gained what Gaster et al. (1995, p. 7) call ª a

Scotland-wide reputationº as an effective or-

gan of community action. However, during

the mid 1980s the organisation was per-

suaded to make a signi® cant tactical

changeÐ moving from a con¯ ict-based to a

much more collaborative approach. From

1984 to 1988 they collaborated with the dis-

trict and regional authorities, and later the

Scottish Of® ce Urban Renewal Unit, in a

Joint Local Authority Area Initiative. At the

point of selecting the areas for partnership

status, the ª pragmatism and adaptabilityº

(Roe Associates, 1994, p. 10) which FLAG

had shown in making this move, and the

good relations which had been established

between them and the local authorit ies more

generally, were seen as providing some

signi® cant basis on which to construct part-

nership-style relations (see also Ferguslie

Park Strategy Group, 1988; Scottish Of® ce,

1989).

The task facing the Scottish Of® ce in this

situation, then, was one of leading a process

which would give effect to the partnership

agendaÐ which meant pursuing more dis-

tinctive ly Thatcherite policy objectives while

also maintaining collaborative and consen-

sual relations among all those involved and

affected. In turn, this meant establishing and

maintaining the speech genre of partnership

as the appropriate form of construction of the

utterance among all those involved in the

process. However, this latter task proved to

be highly problematicÐ especially in relation

to the involvement of FLAG. As consultants

were later to note:

Initially unpopu larity and mistrust of the

government’ s motives fuelled suspicion

about what lay behind the initiative. The

community feared that the collaboration

which had been established with the local

authorities might be hijacked for wider

political purposes (Roe Associates, 1994,

p. iii).

The problem this posed for the Scottish

Of® ce was that it had itself rested the legiti-

macy of the partnership projects on the direct

participation of local communities. If the

community organisations should reject the

Scottish Of® ce’ s model of harmonious con-

sensus, then this could pose serious problems

for the legitimacy of these initiatives, and

indeed of the broader strategy of the Scottish

Of® ce.

In Ferguslie, the Scottish Of® ce set about

assuaging the local community’ s fears. It was

agreed that FLAG should be given four seats

on the Partnership Board, where initially one

or two had been proposed. It was also agreed

that two local councillorsÐ the Regional

Councillor and one of the two District Coun-

cillorsÐ who had developed close links with

FLAG during the Area Initiative would be

given seats as additional `community repre-

sentatives’ . At the same time, a key FLAG

activistÐ who had previously chaired the or-

ganisationÐ was identi® ed for the position of

`Community Development Executive’ in the

Partnership’ s implementation team. With

these moves, the Scottish Of® ce not only
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alleviated local fears, but also effected what

was to prove a signi® cant realignment in

local relations. For henceforth the Regional

Councillor and the Community Development

Executive were to play a key role in trying to

keep FLAG working within the partnership

frameworkÐ inhibiting it from public ly chal-

lenging the legitimacy of what the Scottish

Of® ce was seeking to effect in Ferguslie

Park, and asserting the authori tative status of

the speech genre of partnership. Yet, as the

writings of Voloshinov and Bakhtin would

lead us to anticipate, in spite of these efforts,

the underlying con¯ icts of the context con-

tinued to manifest themselves in the dialog-

ics of language as it was used by different

speakers in Ferguslie Park, and this posed a

challenge to the status of the speech genre of

partnership.

5. The Dialogics of Partnership I

We can see all of this quite clearly in the

accounts of those involved in the Partnership

of the arguments about how FLAG should

respond to the issue of the poll tax. The latter

was the source of the most marked con¯ ict of

this period. It was implemented in Scotland

from April 1989. Both the government im-

plementing it and the Regional Council who

were to collect it were, of course, `partners’

of FLAG. This meant that action by FLAG

on the issue would be likely to challenge the

Partnership model of working relationships.

There follow two extracts from interviews

carried out with individuals involved with

the Partnership in the early part of 1991Ð the

® rst with a FLAG activist, and the second

with the Partnership’ s Community Develop-

ment Executive.8 Both have been asked

about FLAG’ s failure to mount any cam-

paign on the issue of the poll tax.

Activist 1 ¯ ag wis told no tae ¼ by their

Regional Councillor

Collins [pause] why ?

Activist 1 e:hm [long pause, then in a

`matter of fact’ manner] be-

cause the Partnership’ s in Fer-

guslie. ah mean that’ s the only

way tae explain it. ehm because

the Partnership is here ¯ ag cin-

not be if ye like be the GREAT

ACTIVIST group it was in the

PAST. ah feel ah feel iimm,

because the Partnership’ s here

wur hands ur tied in certain

aspects, ae local government,

things thit ye would petition

against in the PAST, ye jist

DON’ T DO IT NOW because,

the Partnership’ s here. ye know

whit ah mean? ah mean we

used tae go ¼ oan DEMON-

STRATIONS ¼ against AW

DIFFERENT THINGS, POLL

TAX INCLUDED, before the

Partnership [suppressed nervous

laughter] came, bit it disnae

HAPPEN noo.

that’ s where ye get intae the realms iv,

when ye START tae sit roon aboot the

table ¼ whether they realise it or no. the

¯ ag organisation then MOVES, from the

TRADITIONal role it’ s been doin up intae

whit ye cin MIBE say is startin tae get

near the politics wi a big pee* ¼ [then]

mibe there HUS TAE BE some hard deci-

sions taken, by sayin well, if we’ re lookin

for, SOMETHIN, o:r, tae do a bit of sorta

kinna lobbyin at some stage tae get a result

fur whit THIS COMMUNITY needs right

NOW then mibe we’ re gonnae hiv tae

sorta, GIE UP two or three things at that

particular stage becis. they don’ t hiv a go*,

at the politician right, while weer actually

yeknow SITTIN there an they’ re a part

iv the organisation ¼ if they KNOW

that CERtain campaigns will HAVE.

aehm ¼ [very quickly] repercussions, so

they’ ve gottae make an informed decision

(interview with Community Development

Executive, 1 March, 1991).

What we see in these extracts is the work that

was being done in the early period of the

Partnership to apply the speech genre of

partnership in the context of Ferguslie Park,

and to defend its status and authority in face
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of the antagonisms generated by that context.

The role played by the Community Develop-

ment Executive and the Regional Councillor

in this is very apparent. In both cases the

message is that FLAG’ s role as a `partner’

precludes the organisation from being in-

volved in forms of action which would chal-

lenge the ethos of consensual partnership.

The reasoning is that to engage in such ac-

tion would be to jeopardise the allocation of

resources by other `partner’ organisations to

address the problems of Ferguslie Park. In

effect, this articulates the key principle guid-

ing the implementation of the partnership

agenda, that: `The Partners should act in

harmony and be seen to be doing so’ . Here,

however, this is articulated in a way which

re¯ ects the dialogical ¯ ow of utterances in

Ferguslie Park. In the ® rst extract, we see the

dialogical relations between the voice of the

Regional Councillor and the activist within

the single utterance very clearly. In the

second extract, we see the inter-animation

between the voice of the Community Devel-

opment Executive, and unidenti® ed other

voices who have proposed an alternative

course for FLAG. Crucially, both extracts

register the way in which the model of con-

sensual working, and the speech genre of

partnership which was concomitant with this,

were being stretched and tested by the under-

lying con¯ icts of the context in which they

were being deployed.

Other con¯ icts in the early period of the

initiative posed similar problems for the

Scottish Of® ce. For instance, from the early

stages FLAG activists expressed doubts

about the extent to which they really were

being permitted to participate as `full part-

ners’ in the partnership process, and about

how far they were in practice required to

lend legitim acy to decisions taken by others.

Similarly problematic was an attempt by

some FLAG activists to participate in joint

meetings between community groups from

the four partnership areas. These were seen

by the Partnership to be likely to lead to joint

campaigns by the community groups con-

cerned. Both of these issues, like the issue of

the poll tax, stretched and tested the consen-

sual model of working and the concomitant

speech genre of partnership. In turn, like the

issue of the poll tax, they brough t a response

from the Partnership which sought to defend

that model of working, and to reassert the

authori ty of the speech genre of partnership

and its appropriateness to the local context

(for further details see Collins, forthcoming,

Ch.8).

Throughout 1989 and the ® rst half of 1990

it seems that the Partnership were able to

prevent the challenges posed by these under-

lying con¯ icts from becoming unmanage-

able. However, during the second half of

1990 they became much less manageable.

The catalyst for this shift seems to have

come in the wake of a visit by Malcolm

Rifkind to Ferguslie Park in the summer of

1990Ð to open the Partnership’ s newly built

of® ces. Here FLAG were stung by criticism

of their failure to leadÐ or even participate

inÐ an anti-poll tax demonstration arranged

to coincide with the visit. This criticism was

led by one particular activist who did partici-

pate in itÐ despite quite vigorous attempts by

the Partnership’ s Chief Executive to dissuade

him from doing so.9 The follow ing extracts

from an interview conducted with this ac-

tivist some months later give an indication of

how this criticism was voiced:

fae the day that Partnership came in,

FLAG as a PRESSURE GROUP ceased

tae EXIST, an they hud aw the sorta leadin

activists in Fergislie tied up quite neatly,

meetins at nine ucloack in the mornin.

ah believe it wis oan the advice iv, [the

Regional Councillor and the Community

Developm ent Executive] thit the ither ¯ ag

activists jist let the poll tax thing

die ¼ DON’ T ROCK THE BOAT keep

everyhin quiet forget the f****n poll tax

we don’ t wannae UPSET anybudy.

if they’ ve git any problems thats where

[the Community Development Executive]

cims in, HE KNOWS THIM, HE KNOWS

the people in Fergislie Park n he knows

how tae DEAL WI THIM, ye know ees
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clevir that wiy gie the guy his due, n the

Partnership uhll take fuhll adVANTAGE

iv that.

Here FLAG stood accused of failing to rep-

resent the interests and grievances of the

people of Ferguslie Park, and of allowing

themselves to be led and manipulated by the

Community Development Executive and the

Regional CouncillorÐ and this line of criti-

cism seems to have gained a signi® cant cur-

rency within the estate. Clearly, the form of

construction of utterances like these was

quite alien to the speech genre of partnership,

and as a result they constituted a direct chal-

lenge to the whole idea of partnership as

elaborated by the Scottish Of® ce.

FLAG’ s subsequent action in relation to

the Partnership can be seen as being framed

by the dialogics of this situation. They were

responding to two sets of voices: one set

exhorting them to work within the frame-

work of partnership; and the other tren-

chantly criticising them for doing the same

thing. Their response was to seek to continue

to work within the framework of partnership,

but to do so in a way which would offset the

types of criticism expressed by those who

were challenging that framework. This meant

that they would distance themselves some-

what from the Community Development

Executive and the Regional Councillor, and

that henceforth they would demand that

they be given what they saw as the status of

`full partners’ within the operation of the

partnership. This was to have quite a

signi® cant effect in terms of the way in

which the con¯ icts of the situation mani-

fested themselves within language. For it

set the framework within which the limits of

the speech genre of partnership would be

probed and tested in a much more focused

and coherent way than had hitherto been

the case. What was to happen was that the

activists, in testing out the extent to which

they were in practice allowed to participate

as `full partners’ , would simultaneously test

out the applicability and appropriateness of

the speech genre of partnership to the situ-

ation that they found themselves inÐ to what

Voloshinov would call their own ª social

purview º .

In the latter half of 1990, the FLAG ac-

tivists began to engage themselves in this

process. By the end of the year, their experi-

ence had led them to the conclusion that they

were certainly not being accorded the status

which had been promised at the outset. In-

stead, it seemed that the Partnership was

driving ahead with an agenda of tenure

change and high-pro® le property develop-

ment about which FLAG had serious reser-

vations, and that FLAG’ s own attempt to get

issues of poverty onto the agenda brough t but

little success. Moreover, they concluded that

their attempts to voice their concerns about

this met with an inappropriate response.

They were told that they were becoming

`negative’ in their attitude, and `obstructive’

of the efforts being made by the Partnership,

and this meant that they were increasingly

`losing their credibility’ with other partners.

In turn, this was jeopardising the success of

the Partnership, and so working against the

interests of local people.

In this situation, FLAG sought, at the end

of 1990, to ® nd a way to enhance the auth-

ority of their own voice so as to get their

concerns onto the agenda. The Chair and

Secretary of the organisation approached the

current author and requested that a report on

the problems they were experiencing in par-

ticipating in the Partnership be researched

and written upÐ on an unpaid basis. The

research was carried out in the ® rst quarter of

1991. It consisted primarily of tape-recorded

interviews with activists and others involved

in the PartnershipÐ including the Chief

Executive, the Community Development

Executive and the Regional Councillor

(Collins, 1991).

6. The Dialogics of Partnership II

What emerged from the interviews with the

activists was a quite thoroughgoing critique

of the operation of the Partnership, and of the

role accorded to FLAG within it. (For further

detail see Collins, 1991; and also Collins,

1997b, Ch.8, or Collins, forthcoming, Ch.8.)
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What seems to have happened is that the

sharpness of the Partnership’ s riposte to their

previous attempt to voice their concerns had

led them to formulate these concerns more

pointedly themselves. It seems to have

heightened an existing dissatisfaction into a

sense moral indignation which then fuelled

the sharpening of the antagonism (see Scott,

1990, pp. 111±115). Now, what Voloshinov

calls the ª inner dialectic qualityº of word

meanings began to emerge quite clearly in

their utterancesÐ and here, indeed, evalu-

ation played the crucial role. The following

two interview extracts show the nature of the

activists’ response to the Partnership’ s view

that they were `losing credibility’ because of

their `negative’ approach.

Collins ye said thit yir seen as bein

negative

Activist 2 NNNEGATIVE

Collins whit di ye mean by that ?

Activist 2 ah ah, ah wi, ah always ask

THEM THAT, what di ye

mean by ahm NEGATIVE?,

and they SAY thit ahm jist

questionin EVERYTHING,

and ahll ahll do that till

DOOMSDAY. an if that’ s whit

they CALL ª NEGATIVEº ,

ahm quite happy tae go along

bein called negative, but ah see

it as A POSITIVE [very

emphatically], a POSitive way,

¼ coz et the ® nal ANALY-

SIS ¼ it’ s the people in Fer-

guslie Park who have gottae

live with it.

WE DON’ T THINK WUR CREDI-

BILITY NOSEDIVED, we think wur

credibility in the eyes ae the people iv

Ferguslie Park actually went UP A WEE

BIT, ye know ah mean it’ s actually git a

wee bit BETTER, because, we STOOD

UP, tae the OFFICIALDOM in here, we

stood up tae thum n we says tae thum ª hiy

WAIT A MINUTE, youse urnae PASSIN

this through until we’ ve hid time tae DIS-

CUSS ITº , ahm ¼ fur him tae say thit oor

credibility FELL, wis totally wrong oor

credibility actually went UP, oor credi-

bility in the eyes iv Ferguslie Park people

went up. n that’ s mair important tae us,

thin tae hiv, tae his credibility we don’ t

CARE whit he thinks iv oor credibility

(Activist 3).

In these utterances we see a quite clear separ-

ation of `social purviews’ and a very stark

transposition of word meanings between the

evaluative contexts provided by these

purviewsÐ so stark that a ª negativeº be-

comes a ª positiveº and a `loss’ becomes a

`gain’ . This is particularly clear also in a

contrast drawn by another activist between

what FLAG ª see the partnership doin

and ¼ whit the partnership see, which is two

totally different thingsº (activist 4). Increas-

ingly, it is emerging that speakers in different

positions in the network of social relations

evaluate the same social processes in quite

fundamentally antagonistic ways.

The processes which underpinned this in-

creasing polarisation in evaluative meanings

simultaneously placed the speech genre of

partnership under heightened strainÐ to the

point where the activists were quite explicitly

rejecting its appropriateness to their context.

This can be seen in the following interview

extracts where the activists are engaging with

the ideas of consensual working, community

involvement and consultation which were so

central to that genre.

we’ ve jist been overrun by, what the Scot-

tish Of® ce say we need fur, we need fur

us. ah mean it’ s in the STRATEGY

DOCUMENT ah think it’ s quoted there

ª to enable the people of Ferguslie Park to

take a better cin, ehm more control of their

LIFEº ¼ [contemptuously] THAT IS

CRAP. [long pause] ah mean it REALLY

IS ¼ that QUOTE, ah wid jist take

straight back oot it again ¼ a wid RE-

MOVE that because ah mean ah really

don’ t believe that’ s whit it’ s aboot

(Activist 4).

et the end ae the day the Partnership’ s goin
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tae do whit they WANT, n tae be quite

blunt tae hell wi the community, an that’ s

bein SERIOUS ¼ [it’ s a] TOKENISTIC,

a tokenistic role, they’ re [the community]

THERE when it suits the Partnership fur

thum tae BE THERE. ye know it’ s if it’ s

ALRIGHT, when it SUITS THEM the

Partnership NEED US tae be there, that’ s

when, everythin’ s GOODY GOODY*. bit

ah mean there’ s a lot iv meetins go

on behind closed doors where we’ re

NOT INVOLVED, where decisions are

TAKEN, about FERGUSLIE PARK, an

the communitys no involved in them

¼ the decisions ur made before we

gae intae meetins ¼ because if ye like

wheels within wheels in the Partnership,

yeknow ¼ it’ s no if ye like COM-

MUNITY INVOLVEMENT, it de® nitely

is not (Activist 1).

once the [laughing] PARTNERSHIP hud

its OFFICES, in Ferguslie PARK, the

BALL GAME CHANGED. the whole

BALL GAME CHANGED*¼ all of a

sudden there wis meetins goin on thit the

community knew nuhing ABOUT. consul-

tation process, well they’ ll DENY THIS,

the consultation process, is OOT THE

WINDAE* IN MA OPINION ¼ ah mean

ahve weer wantin in the EMBRYO, tae be

THERE when the when the IDEAS cum

oot, we’ re actually gonna hiv a community

thit’ s sittin back n n waitin wi baited

breath, wi whit’ s comin next (Activist 2).

The re-evaluations in the extracts above are

again very stark indeed. Their signi® cance in

terms of the current analysis is that they

demonstrate how the main themes of the

speech genre of partnership were being

roundly rejected as inappropriate to the con-

text of Ferguslie ParkÐ not by an isolated

voice within FLAG, but by the main body of

the FLAG activists. Symptomatically, at this

point the word `partnership’ itself seemed to

become `a dirty word’ in the mouths of the

activists. This is something which it is quite

hard to convey in a transcription. For the

activists seemed not so much to speak as to

`spit’ the wordÐ almost as if all of the evalu-

ative connotations which expressed their

grievances were distilled and conveyed in the

intonation of this one word. Here what

Bakhtin calls the ª particular typical ex-

pressionº that adhered to the word `partner-

ship’ was shifting signi® cantly. This, in turn,

was a clear indication that the activists were

invoking a quite different social form for the

construction of their utterancesÐ the charac-

teristic themes of which were not those of

consensus and partnership, but dissensus and

confrontation. This can be seen quite clearly

in the interview extracts below:

the wiy ah wid see FLAG, thinkin is

FLAG, we as an EQUAL PARTNER of

the PARTNERSHIP. a:h. obviously yeev

goat four main MEMBERS iv the Partner-

ship yeev got SCOTTISH OFFICE, yeev

git e:hm the REGIONAL COUNCIL the

DISTRICT COUNCIL n yeev git US, the

COMMUNITY. if we’ re NO THERE,

then they’ ve NOTHIN ¼ ah mean if WE

withDRAW fae there, yeev git they three,

plus the private sector if ye want tae say

the private sector, yeev git they three, who

cannae dae nuthin withoot oor say so, ah

mean because, THEY will destruct, an ah

MEAN THIS this we will disrupt, EVERY

SINGLE MEETIN, that happens in that

Partnership, no matter whit it is, trivial,

e:hm , important ur whitever, we will go

back tae DEMINSTRATIN. we will dem-

onstrate ootside the OAFFISES, ootside

the DISTRICT OAFFISES the RE-

GIONAL OFFICES, wher wherEVER, n

if the Business Suppor t Group or the

private sector think ª aw well we’ ll jist

walk in in their placeº , then we’ ll

DEMINSTRATE wherever they ur iz

we’ ll, n we’ ll SHOW THEM thit the

Ferguslie Park people are NO

PUSHOVER, they are NO PUSHover the

people doon here, TAKE PRIDE, in whit

they’ re daein, the people iv FLAG take

pride in whit they’ re daein, they take a

sense iv ACHIEVEMENT when they get

sumhin et the end ae it. ae:hm. they FEEL,

they need tae, thit they feel the WORK,

the WORK thit they’ re daein is WELL
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WORTH WHILE because if it wisnae

nane ae us wid be here, there wid be NAE

FLAG there wid be nae NEED fur ¯ ag,

ahm, if we didnae feel thit wur work, thit

thit the work thit we’ re daein wis worth-

while, the PARTNERSHIP, on the other

hand, FEELS, thit FLAG. IS, a THORN

in its SIDE, thit it’ s gottae git rid iv

(Activist 3).

¯ ag wis so strong beFORE, wi the pre-

vious ACTIVISTS, who SET UP the pro-

cedures where the the councillors an they

all were together, n they didnae hiv tae

BATTER doors down, NOO. [slowly/seri-

ously] the DAYS iv that may hiv tae, be

reLOOKED at ¼ we may have tae go

back tae that situation (Activist 2).

These utterances register the fact that the

Partnership were increasingly unable to con-

tinue to manage the underlying con¯ icts

which had been testing and stretching the

speech genre of partnership. In their utter-

ances, the activists seemed to be in the pro-

cess of tearing apart the very fabric of the

genre, criticising its inappropriateness, and

moving on (or back) to something else. The

utterance of activist 3 shows the animating

effect of the Partnership’ s evaluation of

FLAG as `negative’ and lacking in `credi-

bility’ in all of this. The activist encapsulates

this in the notion that the Partnership see

FLAG as ª a thorn in its sideº . Against this,

the activist poses a counter-evaluation of the

role being played by FLAGÐ stressing the

pride and the sense of achievement that the

activists feel in their efforts to represent the

interests of local people, the conviction that

this requires that they be accorded the status

of `full partners’ , and their willingness, if

necessary, to use quite confrontational meth-

ods to achieve this. The expectation is that if

something were not to change soon, then

there would be no Partnership. Activist 2

poses essentially the same scenario. Against

the model of consensual working which ® rst

began to emerge during the earlier Area Ini-

tiative, the activist poses the prospect that it

may well be necessary to ª batter doors

downº if the voice of FLAG is to be heard.

Crucially, both utterances also show a per-

ception that the legitim acy of the Partnership

rested signi® cantly on the consent and par-

ticipation of the community, and that this

gave FLAG real scope to challenge publicly

that legitimacy.

7. Recreating `Partnership’

For the Scottish Of® ce, the fact that FLAG

might publicly challenge the legitimacy of

what the Partnership was doing in Ferguslie

Park was worrying enough. But in a wider

perspective the scenario was more ominous:

in all of the other partnership areas, com-

munity representatives were voicing strong

criticism of the provision for community par-

ticipation (Scottish Of® ce, 1990, pp. 23±27;

Hayton, 1990; Castlemilk Umbrella Group,

1989), and in the Castlemilk Partnership the

local community had publicly withdrawn

their participation. Given this, what was un-

folding in Ferguslie assumed much more

than just a local importance. It had crucial

implications for the whole partnership

agenda in Scotland. In this situation, either

the Partnership would have to begin to oper-

ate in a signi® cantly different way, or the

underlying expectations of those who were to

be seen to represent the local community

would have to be changed.

The latter was, perhaps unsurpr isingly, the

course which was pursued in Ferguslie. It

was achieved primarily through the agency

of the Regional Councillor and the Com-

munity Development. During the summer of

1991 they initiated the creation of a `Com-

munity Forum ’ which was to replace FLAG

as the representative body of the local com-

munity in the workings of the Partnership

Executive (see Collins, 1997a, 1997b, forth-

coming). It is perhaps surprising that they did

this with the support of some of the FLAG

activists who had in the recent past been very

critical of the Partnership. Yet the latter pro-

vided support in the knowledge that the new

structure would increase the scope for ac-

tivists to ® nd full-time paid employment in

servicing it and its related projects.
10

Subse-

quently , each of these activists secured such
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employment. The remaining dissenting

voices within FLAG were effectively mar-

ginalised and soon left the estate to live

elsewhere. With its basic role in the com-

munity effectively having been usurped,

FLAG itself was soon wound up completely.

While the ostensible reason for this re-engin-

eering of community representation was to

improve community participation in the Part-

nership, in practice it was to mean the end of

any realistic prospect of such participation

for several years to comeÐ and, as Gaster et

al. (1995) point out, these were ª very import-

ant years in the life of the Partnership, when

many decisions were taken and the pattern of

action establishedº (p. 125). For, as might

reasonably have been expected, in the com-

ing years it was the time-consuming work of

fashioning the new Community Forum (with

the former Community Development Execu-

tive in the role of its Chief Executive), rather

than the work of representing the community

in the functioning of the partnership itself,

which was consuming almost all of the ener-

gies of the local community (see Roe Associ-

ates, 1994; Gaster et al., 1995). Thus, some

three years later in 1994, Roe Associates

were to point out that:

The Community Forum is only now, over

half-way through the life of the Partner-

ship, getting up to speed with the full

range of its responsibilities (Roe Associ-

ates, 1994, p. 28).

This was clearly a somewhat charitable view,

for a year later, in 1995, Gaster et al. were to

conclude that since 1991 the Partnership had

ploughed ahead quite happily without the

community, and that as it approached the end

of its 10-year life-span, the Community Fo-

rum was worth discussing only ª in view of

its likely role in the futureº (Gaster et al.,

1995, pp. 23, 125).

8. Conclusion

The suggestion of this article is that the

application of an analytical framework ema-

nating from the works of the Bakhtin Circle

helps to cast some signi® cant light on the

failure of community participation in the Fer-

guslie Park Partnership. The reason that it

can do this is that it attunes us to the dialec-

tical relationship between processes of lan-

guage-use and broader processes of social

changeÐ to the ways in which language-use

simultaneously registers these processes of

change and also plays a crucial, creative role

in shaping them (see Fairclough, 1989, 1992;

also Collins, 1996a, 1996b, 1997b) .

In the case of the Ferguslie Park Partner-

ship, the application of this approach pro-

vides, ® rst, a highly useful method with

which to begin tracing ª the transitory, deli-

cate, momentary phases of social changeº

(Voloshinov, 1986, p. 19) as the Scottish

Of® ce sought to implement its Partnership

agenda in the locality. We can do this by

analysing the speech genre of partnership

which the Scottish Of® ce sought to establish

as a shared speech genre among all the par-

ties to the initiative, and by seeking to chart

the strains and tensions within this genre as it

was spoken in Ferguslie Park. Within the

approach of the Bakhtin Circle, these strains

and tensions are seen as registering the

con¯ icts between the social groups within

the particular context of Ferguslie Park, and

in this way the analysis of the processes of

language-use offer a potentially quite power-

ful way of charting the con¯ icts between

groups as they emerged in a developing situ-

ation. What the analysis shows is how the

attempt to establish this new speech genre

came up against the underlying con¯ icts of

the existing context. For a while these

con¯ icts, and the way in which they were

registered within language, proved manage-

able for the Partnership. But, by early 1991,

the Partnership were increasingly unable to

continue to effect such management. Now

the evaluative meanings characteristic of the

speech genre of partnership were subjected

to a trenchant challenge, and the FLAG ac-

tivists were increasingly adopting an alterna-

tive generic form in the construction of their

utterances. `Partnership’ Ð both as a model

of working relations and as a form of the

utteranceÐ had entered something of a crisis,

and the price of resolving this crisis in a
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manner acceptable to the Partnership was

that the prospect of effective community

participation for the remaining years of the

project was, to all intents and purposes,

eliminated.

What the analysis also shows, however, is

how language-use not only registered the

ongoing development, but simultaneously

played a signi® cant role in relation to that

development. Here, the inability of the Scot-

tish Of® ce to sustain the speech genre of

partnership as a shared speech genre among

all the participants in the project was itself a

crucial factor in the emerging con¯ ict. When

the FLAG activists began to reject that genre

they drew on alternative generic formsÐ

characteristic of an earlier period in the life

of the organisation when con¯ ict and con-

frontation were the order of the dayÐ and

this undoubt edly intensi ® ed the con¯ ict and

forced the hand of the Scottish Of® ce into a

re-engineering of community representation.

However, this process re¯ ected not so much

any inherent limitations of the speech genre

itself, but rather the collective engagement of

the FLAG activists with the intervention of

the Scottish Of® ce in their estate. This pro-

cess was mediated by language, but it was

not determined by it. Moreover, this process

seems to have been very much a `rolling

process’ . The more the activists engaged

with the Partnership, the more experience

they accumulated of its operation, the more

they tested the appropriateness of the speech

genre of partnership to their situation. In

turn, this led to a new level of engagement

with the Partnership and to a further level of

testing.

The analysis also shows how crucial to the

ongoing development was the particular way

in which, within the broader dialogical ¯ ow

of speech communication, key utterances

were formulated. It was the ability of a par-

ticular activist within FLAG to formulate a

telling critique of the organisation’ s relation

to the Partnership (as highlighted by the issue

of the poll tax) which led to FLAG beginning

to engage with the Partnership in a new way.

This was to be the start of the engagement

which would lead them later to reject the

speech genre of partnership and the consen-

sual model of working. Similarly, the par-

ticular way in which the Partnership

formulated their response to the activists’

own formulation of their grievances in the

later part of 1990 also played an important

role in the whole process. One is led to

wonder how far a different response might

have affected the subsequent development,

for it is clear that the one which was given

only fuelled the process which it sought to

halt.

Finally, the further suggestion of this arti-

cle is that the approach which it has sought to

demonstrate might usefully ® nd a broader

application in the ® eld of urban studies. In

making this suggestion, however, it is im-

portant to stress the socio-historical nature of

the approach. In seeking to apply such an

approach, it is axiomatic that language-use

should not be analysed in isolation from a

detailed examination of its socio-historical

context. Rather, it is the fact that language is

deployed by a living speaker, in a precise

socio-historical location, and in order to say

something which addresses the perceived

needs of the moment, that renders it socially

meaningful in the ® rst place. Hence, in this

approach, the analysis of language-use must

be conducted in close connectionÐ indeed,

must be seen as an intimate part ofÐ a

broader socio-historical analysis. In this way,

it becomes possible to turn analytically to-

wards language, without necessarily embrac-

ing the `linguistic turn’ , or treating language

as an autonom ous and determining force in

social existence. It becomes possible to the-

orise the signi® cant role which language-use

plays in relation to processes of social

change, without making language itself their

demiurge.

Notes

1. There is a growing literatur e on the works of
the Bakhtin Circle. Brandist’ s (1997) entry in
The Internet Encyclope dia of Philosoph y is
quite a useful short introduc tion (see also
Brandist, 1995; Clark and Holquist, 1984;
Dentith, 1995; Emerson, 1995; Gardiner,
1992; Gardiner and Bell, 1998; Holquist,
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1990; Mandelker , 1995; Morris, 1994; Shuk-
man, 1988; Todorov, 1984; Vice, 1997;
Wertsch, 1991).

2. As Gardiner notes, Voloshino v’ s work in
particul ar, while being ª one of the richest
and most evocativ e texts bequeath ed to us by
the Bakhtin Circleº , has also been ª widely
viewed as a characte ristic text of the Circle
as a wholeº which ª elucidate s [their] ap-
proach ¼ in a particul arly adroit and suc-
cinct mannerº (Gardiner, 1992, pp. 9, 17,
198).

3. ª Utterances are not indiffer ent to one an-
other, and are not self-suf® cient; they are
aware of and mutually re¯ ect one another.
These mutual re¯ ections determ ine their
characte r. Each utterance is ® lled with
echoes and reverber ations of other utterances
to which it is related by the communality
of the sphere of speech communicatio n. ¼
The utteranc e is ® lled with dialogic over-
tones ¼ º (Bakhtin, 1986, pp. 91±92).

4. Bakhtin (1986) points out that ª No list of
oral speech genres yet exists, or even a prin-
ciple on which such a list might be basedº
(p. 80). The exam ples he cites include:
everyda y narratio n, the rejoinde rs of every-
day dialogue , differen t types of military
command, social and political commentary,
the repertoi res of business docum entation
and intimate exchange s between friends
(p. 60; see also Voloshinov, 1986, p. 97).

5. Brandist (1996a, 1996b) , like Woolfson be-
fore him (1976, 1977), indicates the af® nities
between the views of the Bakhtin Circle and
Gramsci’ s (1971) theory of hegem ony .

6. The form ulation ª both a site of and a stake
inº is taken from the work of Norman Fair-
clough: ª languag e is both a site of and a
stake in class struggle , and those who exer-
cise power through languag e must constant ly
be involved in struggle with others to defend
(or lose) their positionº (Fairclough, 1989,
p. 35).

7. The of® cial name for the poll tax was the
Community Charge (see Butler et al., 1994).
It was a system of local taxation introdu ced
by the Conservat ive Governm ent in Scotland
from April 1989, and through out the rest of
Britain from April 1990. It replaced a system
based on property values with a ¯ at-rate
charge to be levied on all adults in every
househo ldÐ and this is why it was called the
poll (head) tax. Its implementation led to
wide protest and to ª possibly the largest
mass campaign of civil disobedi ence in mod-
ern British Historyº (Hoggett and Burns,
1990, p. 95). Promptly after the dem ise of
Margaret Thatcher as Prime Minister in late
1990, it was announced that the poll tax was

to be abolished . Ultimately, it was replaced
by the current council tax system .

8. More on these intervie ws, and when and why
they were conduct ed, later. It is important in
an approach inform ed by the works of the
Bakhtin Circle that the transcrip tions of the
interview material here, and later, seek to be
as faithful to the voice of the speaker as is
reasonab ly possible. Capitals are used to
convey words or parts of words which are
stressed by the speaker. A comma indicates a
short pause in the utterance, a full stop a
longer pause, and ellipsis indicate s that a part
of the utterance as transcrib ed has been omit-
ted. Observati ons on intonation/expressi on
are added, in square brackets , where it seems
appropr iate to do so. A colon indicates that
the follow ing part of the word is elongated
by the speaker. A glossary , providin g stan-
dard English equivale nts of some of the pro-
nunciati on/dialect of the speakers , can be
found on p. 88. Phrases which may require
a little explanat ion are marked with an
asterisk, and explanat ions are provided on
p. 88.

9. The activist’ s own account of this is given in
the follow ing interview extract:

the Chief Executive ae the Partnersh ip. he
funn oot aboot it ¼ the next MORNIN he
phoned me OWER, and he told me aboot
this, anti poll tax dem instratio n thit he’ d
git wind iv, n he asked me whit ah
KNEW aboot it an ah told im ahd
ORGANISED IT. ee says ª aw ye cannae
dae thatº he says. ª you’ re wan ae theº as
he put it ª wan iv the sorta LEADIN
LIGHTS in the communityº , as fawr as
the Partnersh ip’ s concern ed. yeev git a
loat tae cintribu te tae Fergislie Park, bit
yir gonnae hiv tae puhll yir REINS IN. an
when ah reFUSED tae, CANCEL the anti
poll tax dem instratio n, he actually
THREATENED ME. he sayd they’ ve git
ways a removin people fae the BIG PIC-
TURE, yeknow n that wis, his words tae
ME ¼ however ah didnae bother CAN-
CELLIN the anti-po ll tax dem instratio n n
ah went. ah demonstrated .

10. This is made clear in a report of a meeting
which took place between the Partnersh ip’ s
Community Developm ent Executive and se-
lected community members to initiate the
restructu ring of community represen tation on
24 July 1991. Here it was propose d that with
such a restructuring there would be scope to:
ª Pay local people to get fully involve d to
enable the in¯ uencing of decisions at the
outset and a better ¯ ow of inform ation to and
from the Partnersh ipº (McIntyre , 1991).
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Glossary

aboot about
ae of
ah I
ahm I’ m
ahve I’ ve
an and
aw all
becis because
bit but
cannae cannot
cin can
cims comes
coz because
cum come
dae/di do
daein doing
didna didn’ t
disnae doesn’ t
ees he is
et at
everyhi n everything
fae from
fawr far
fuhll full
fun found
fur for
gae go
gie give
git/goat got
gottae got to
hiv have
hud/hid had
hus has
intae into
ither other
im him
iv of
iz as
jist just
kinna kind of
loat lot
ma my
mair more
mibe maybe
n and
nane none
no not
noo now
nuhing/nuthin nothing
oaf® ses of® ces
oan on
oor our
oot out
ower over
puhll pull
roon round
sorta sort of
sumhin something

tae to
thit that
thim/thum them
thin than
uhll will
ur are
ucloak o’ clock
urnae aren’ t
wannae want to
wee little
whit what
wi with
wid would
windae window
wis was
wiy way
wur our
ye you
yeev you’ ve
yir your/you’ re
youse you (plural)

a big pee ª startin tae get near the politics
wi a big peeº : `Big’ 5 capital
(upper case). This means na-
tional politics involvi ng govern-
ment ministers and senior civil
servants, rather than just local
politics involvin g local ® gures.

hiv a go ª they don’ t hiv a go at the poli-
tician rightº : Literally `have a
go’ , in this context meaning
launch a verbal attack. In the
west of Scotland ª hiv a goº also
has connota tions of physical
force.

goody goody ª that’ s when everyth in’ s goody
goody º : Everythin gs `great’ or
`hunky dorey’ . Here the term
implies a percepti on by the
speaker of insincer ity in the way
in which the Partnersh ip relates
to the FLAG activists at those
public events when the Partner-
ship need to be seen to have
positive relation s with them .

ball game ª the ball game changed º : This is
a fairly common `rules of the
game’ metaphor. The impli-
cation is that the way in which
the Partnersh ip related to the
community changed fairly fun-
damentally.

oot the windae ª the consulta tion process, is oot
the windae in ma opinion º : Lit-
erally `out of the window ’ . The
suggestio n is that the procedu res
for consultat ion with FLAG
were thrown out completely
after the Partnersh ip establish ed
its of® ces within the estate.
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